**Ecuador - The Pachaysana Institute**
City: Quito
*Language: Spanish, English*
Students enrolled in the Pachaysana Institute semester-long program are not only taught global leadership skills in the classroom but are also integrated into the local community. During the fall semester this community is that of Quito; in the spring semester student’s will work to empower another local community within Ecuador’s Amazon Region.

Sample Classes:
- Identity and Place
- Design and Evaluation of Sustainable Community Projects
- Storytelling: Language and Movement
- Theatre for Social Change and Innovation

**Ecuador - Universidad San Francisco de Quito (BCA)**
City: Quito
*Language: Spanish, English*
Universidad San Francisco de Quito is Ecuador’s only liberal arts university. Their graduates have found careers with the UN and embassies around the world. The city of Quito is home to 2 million people and is known as the City of the Sun and Sky. Quito is a diverse city that includes an urban park larger than Central Park and is surrounded by mountains. Students will improve their Spanish skills while immersed in their homestays.

Sample Classes:
- Conflict & Its Resolution
- Ecuador: Peace & Justice
- Model United Nations
- Group Dynamics

**Germany – Phillips Marburg University**
City: Marburg
*Language: German, English*
Philipps-Universität in Marburg is the oldest university in the world that was founded as a Protestant institution. It has been a place of research and teaching for nearly five centuries. Courses in this discipline focus on conflicts and peace processes in the face of international change.

Sample Classes:
- Dealing with Conflict
- Conflict Theories
- Forms of Conflict Resolution
- Gender & Political Violence
England - University of Lincoln
City: Lincoln
Language: English
The university is known for its strong student union and is one of the top 40 universities in England, and is located on Brayford Marina, making it a waterfront campus. Lincoln is a growing city, with a lively music scene. The university is located in the heart of historic Lincoln.

Sample Classes:
- International Relations of the Middle East
- Globalization & Development
- Conflict Analysis

England - York St. John University
City: York
Language: English
York St. John began as York Diocesan Training School in 1841 and now enrolls about 6,400 students, boasting some of the top scores in teaching quality in the country. The campus is right in the middle of the city, a stone's throw from the famous York Minster Cathedral. Students can also visit The Shambles, a network of Victorian alleys within the city.

Sample Classes:
- International Politics
- Geographies of International Development
- Racism and Ethnicity Studies

Faculty-Led Short Term Programs Abroad
Rwanda— Conflict and Memory IC 3 cr.
Language: English
This course provides a multidisciplinary approach to understanding the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, and the post-genocide restoration and reconciliation work being done at both national and local levels. During the trip student will visit historical sites, genocide memorials, grass roots reconciliation initiatives, Akagera Safari Park, local farmers, and Rwanda National University, to name a few.

Faculty-Led Short Term Programs Abroad
Ireland & Northern Ireland— Conflict, Trauma, & Reconciliation
Language: English
Students will learn about the history of “The Troubles,” in Northern Ireland, the processes that led to the 1998 peace agreement, and the ongoing efforts to provide opportunities for healing and reconciliation. The course explores how conflicts scar communities and societies and the strategies developed to assist in healing.

Study Abroad 101 Info Sessions are held Wednesdays at 4pm @ the Oller Center Patio
Questions? Email studyabroad@juniata.edu
Visit https://juniata.terradotta.com